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the asymptote of safety…. 

the flat-line of progress…. 



Professional Identity

experiences | attributes | beliefs 
| motives | values |

The paradox of our practice

compliance

ethical Worker engagement



“A scientific paradigm suppresses the 
perception of data inconsistent with the 

paradigm, making it hard to perceive 
anomalies that might lead to scientific 

revolution.”

We find it hard to 
notice things that 
contradict our beliefs 
even though they might 
lead to progress. 

A challenge to fundamental beliefs



Traditional beliefs – a question of definition



Linear reasoning. Failed components



False idol
Mythical ratio

Unethical foundation



Failed barriers. Multiple interacting 
failures. Latent conditions



Camp of standardised compliance

Standardised, 
Functioning 

Success
as no adverse events

Non-compliance,
Malfunctioning

Failure
as accidents & incidents

The Battle of Find and Fix





Danger

Standard, compliant

Work as imagined

Accident

Variable, non-compliant

+

-

Performance

0 Time

What we 
focus on



But what if this is not quite right?



Credit: DOGHOUSE DIARIES

Work as Imagined v Work as Done



Source: Cook and Rasmussen, 2005. 

Copyright © 2008 Richard Cook. Reproduced with permission.

Pressures, boundaries, drift and ETTO



Danger

Actual performance
(Work as Done)+

-

Performance

0 Time

Positive Surprises

Variety of Normal Work



Standardised, 
Functioning 

Success
as no adverse events

Non-compliance,
Malfunctioning

Failure
as accidents & incidents

Normal performance
Variability



Resonance 

Emergence





The ethical treatment of workers



Human 
Error as 
cause

Human Error 
as deviance

Human error 
as 

consequence



Violation | non-compliant performance | cause of accidents

Adaptation | variable performance | consequence of conditions



Faith in compliance 
with rules and 

procedures

Look for non-compliance 
and poor behaviour

Attain safety through managing 
worker compliance/behaviour 
(standardisation)

What do we see when human error is cause



What do you see when human error is consequence

Seek why action 
made sense non-

judgementally

Faith in people 
aiming to deliver 
success despite 

pressures

Attain safety through a just 
culture enabling safe, 
resilient responses & 

focusing on the system



Outside looking 
back in 

judgement

Inside looking 
out and up to 

what made sense





1. Do you assess, monitor, and report safety by absence of accidents alone? 
Stop. Learn but inexact. Focus on positive resilient capabilities.– number 
of pre-start risk talks, employee reporting, local safety reviews

2. Do you understand the varieties of normal work? Ask what helps and 
hinders people in doing work– what are the trade-offs & pressures & 
resource challenges? Tackle the negative ones to improve safety. Build the 
positive ones

3. Is worker behaviour seen as the cause of problems? Ask why did actions 
made sense. Build a just culture.  Error-proof the system even if you won’t 
ditch BBS. 

Six question start to ethical, adaptive safety practice



4. Do you look for a root cause? Do you work backwards linearly from 
outcome to cause? There are none. Imperfect, biased and constrained 
evaluation. Look for pressures, demands, challenges and resourcing in 
normal work instead. 

5. Is the primary faith for delivering safety seen as top-down compliance 
and standardised behaviours? This doesn’t reflect normal work. Learn 
about trade-offs. Highlight risks. Ask what may be better. Trust them. 

6. Do your workers or contractors have psychological safety – the ability to 
speak up, report and engage without fear? Embed a just culture with 
psychological safety to speak up, challenge, stop and act despite power 
and politics. Ensure fair treatment for honest mistakes.



Empower resilient capabilities to 
anticipate, monitor, respond and 
learn from the variability of 
normal work in your company. 

Final Thoughts

Don’t try to eliminate 
failure. Standardised 
control will not tackle 
the variety of issues 
that can arise that 
cause accidents nor can 
you find or fix them all

Improve resilience. You need to 
trust your workers to adapt safely 
and resiliently. 
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